Introduction
The family of quasi-two-dimensional (q-2D) charge transfer salts β"-(ET) 4 (A)[M(C 2 O 4 ) 3 ]·Solv (where ET stands for bis-ethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene, A is a monovalent cation, M is a a trivalent cation and Solv is a solvent) have raised great interest for many years [1] . Indeed, even though all the members of this family, denoted as (A, M, Solv) hereafter, are isostructural, it is now established that many different ground-states, including normal metal, charge density wave, superconductivity, and temperature-dependent behaviours can be observed [1] .
According to band structure calculations [2] , the Fermi surface (FS) of these compounds originates from a hole orbit (labelled in the following) with an area equal to that of the first Brillouin zone (FBZ). Due to small gap opening, compensated orbits with much smaller area (8.8 % of the FBZ, according to [2] ) are formed, as displayed in Fig. 1a . Insofar as the Fermi level is very close to the band extrema at Y [2, 3] , the actual FS topology can be very sensitive to subtle structural details. Namely, in the case where the orbits intersect along the b * direction, an additional orbit is observed and the FS topology is similar to that of Fig. 1b [4] . Oppositely, if the gap is larger than in the case of Fig. 1a , the electron-type orbits transform into quasi-one dimensional sheets as displayed in Fig. 1c [4] . In addition, FS reconstruction due to phase transition such as density wave condensation can further modify the FS at low temperature. As a matter of fact, depending on the studied compound, Shubnikov-de Haas
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Fourier components in this family [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Their frequency are in the range 40 T to 350 T that corresponds to orbits with area ranging from 2 to 18 % of the FBZ area.
In most cases, these orbits are compensated, in agreement with band structure calculations. For example, SdH data of (NH 4 , Fe, C 3 H 7 NO) can be interpreted on the basis of three compensated orbits [5] , corresponding to the textbook case [10] reported in Fig. 1b where a and b − a are hole orbits while b is an electron orbit. However, more complex SdH spectra, that are strongly dependent on external parameters such as a moderate applied pressure, can also be observed. In addition, significant structural disorder, linked to the size of the solvent molecule, has been reported for many members of this family [11, 12, 13, 14] . Influence of the nature of the solvent molecule on the physical properties, such as the behaviour of the temperature dependence of the resistivity and the occurrence or not of a superconducting ground state, has been considered. In that respect, the temperature-dependent resistivity of (H 3 O, Fe, C 6 H 4 Cl 2 ) exhibits a metallic behaviour down to few K, followed by a slight upturn. A magnetoresistance experiment performed on this compound up to 17 T yielded a SdH spectrum involving only two Fourier components [14] . The present paper reports on both magnetoresistance and torque experiments performed up to 54 T on this compound. A third Fourier component is observed. Nevertheless, the main result is the persistence of magnetoresistance oscillations at temperatures above Alphen (dHvA) spectra is discussed on the basis of the presence of both a quantum interferometer and a closed orbit with the same area. It points to a FS reconstruction at low temperature.
Experimental
Magnetoresistance and magnetic torque were measured in pulsed magnetic field up to 54 T with a pulse decay duration of 0.32 s. A one-axis rotating sample holder allowed to change the angle (θ) between the direction of the magnetic field and the c * crystal axis. For magnetoresistance measurements, the studied crystal was an elongated hexagonal platelet with approximate dimensions (0. 
Results and discussion
Fourier analysis of the oscillatory part of the magnetoresistance data, obtained with magnetic field normal to the conducting plane (θ = 0 • ), is displayed in Fig. 2 . Four peaks can be identified with frequencies F a = 74 ± 5 T, = 376 T, respectively, reported in [14] . Oscillatory spectra including frequencies F a , F b and their combinations have already been observed in few other compounds of the considered family [5, 9, 17] and interpreted on the basis of a FS similar to that displayed in Fig. 1b [4] , taking into account that the respective location of the hole orbits a and b − a can be exchanged. It is well known that linear In the framework of the Lifshits-Kosevich (LK) formula, and assuming that the amplitude of the oscillations is small compared to the background non-oscillating part of the resistance (R bg ), the oscillatory magnetoresistance (R(B)/R bg ) can be accounted for by:
where F j and γ j are the frequency and the phase factor, respectively, of the Fourier component linked to the orbit j. The Fourier amplitude is given by
The thermal (for a 2D FS), Dingle, magnetic breakdown (MB) and spin damping factors are respectively given by [19] :
where m * j is the effective mass normalized to the free electron mass m e , T D =hτ −1 /2πk B is the Dingle temper-
is the effective Landé factor and B MB is the MB field.
Integers t j and b j are respectively the number of tunnelling and Bragg reflections that the quasiparticles come up against along their path.
In addition to Fourier analysis, information regarding the oscillatory spectra can also be derived by direct fitting of the LK formula to the field-dependent magnetoresistance. Indeed, direct fitting is useful in order to discern eventual Fourier components with close frequencies and allow for a reliable determination of γ j . In the high T/B range, and assuming t j = 0 (see Eq. 4), Eq. 1 can be approximated to:
where a j is a prefactor. Eq. 6 involves a reduced number of free parameters compared to Eq. 1 since B j ≃ α(T + T Dj )m * i . Its drawback is that, strictly speaking, it is only valid at high temperature, high T D and (or) low field. Nevertheless, it is only intended to identify the various Fourier components entering the data and to derive the parameters F j and γ j . In that respect, Eq. 6 has been successfully used at low temperature and high field for SdH oscillations of (NH 4 , Cr, DMF) under pressure [9] and dHvA oscillations of high-T c superconductors [16] . In the present case, a very good agreement between frequencies deduced from direct fittings and Fourier analysis is obtained.
Turn on now to the most striking result evidenced in perature. However, inelastic collisions cannot be neglected in this range. Indeed, the zero-field interlayer resistance starts to significantly increase above a few kelvins [14] . As a result, inelastic collisions should account, at least for a part, for the damping of the oscillation amplitude at high temperature. Therefore, the effective mass should be even smaller than the above value. Actually, the data are compatible with a zero effective mass, such as that coming from a symmetric quantum interferometer [20, 21, 22] . Indeed, assuming the decrease of the b oscillation amplitude is entirely due to the increase of the inelastic scattering rate τ
as the temperature increases and assuming fur-
and τ
−1 i
∝ T 2 , allows to rewrite the Dingle damping factor:
where m' is the sum of the effective masses linked to each arms of the interferometer [20, 21, 22] and β is a prefactor. In this case, still assuming a quantum interferome- the slope, which is negligibly dependent on the value of assumed for αm'β 1 , yields m'T D0 = 4.3 ± 0.2 K.
In the above discussion, it is implicitly assumed that each of the two phenomena (either closed orbit or quantum interference) involved in the b Fourier component occurs in a separate temperature range or, at the very least, is strongly dominant in the considered temperature range.
Oppositely, coexistence of the two phenomena can be directly observed in the temperature range ∼ 6 -9 K for θ = 27
• . Indeed, in this range, two out of phase oscilla- analysis of the oscillatory part of the data (see Fig. 7(b) ).
In the framework of the LK theory, the oscillatory part of the magnetic torque τ osc can be expressed as [19, 23] :
where T j ∝ R T j R Dj R MBj R Sj . Examples of temperature dependence of the b oscillations amplitude are reported in Fig. 4 . As displayed in Fig. 7(b) , oscillations are detectable up to 15 K, i. e. at temperatures much higher than 6 K, at which QI oscillations start to mostly contribute to the magnetoresistance oscillations amplitude.
In contrast to SdH data, no kink is observed for dHvA of the zero-field resistance at low temperature [14] .
The Dingle temperature deduced from dHvA data, T D = 3.3 ± 0.5 K, is roughly a factor of two lower than for (NH 4 , Fe, C 3 H 7 NO) and (NH 4 , Cr, C 3 H 7 NO) [5, 9] . Even though T D can be significantly crystal dependent, it can be remarked that this value is in the same range as for
, where M = Ga, Cr, Fe [7] . These rather high values are in line with the significant structural disorder observed in most of these compounds [11, 12, 13] . According to Ref. 
